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Abstra t

This paper presents an original approa h to model,
analyze, and design intera tions in multi-agent systems. It ombines two omplementary paradigms:
observation in distributed systems and intera tion in
multi-agent systems. The rst paradigm is frequently
used to observe on urrent a tivities in distributed
systems through the ausal dependen y of events. The
se ond paradigm aims to identify intera tion-oriented
designs and des ribes them with a formalism enabling
to prove their quality. Our approa h is based on
distributed observation of events inherent to agents'
intera tions, whi h may explain relationships within
onversations, or group utteran es in order to improve
agent's behavior.
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Introdu tion

Multi-agent systems are urrently a major area of
resear h and development a tivity. An agent is a omputational entity, more or less autonomous, whi h implies a problem solving that both per eives and a ts
upon the environment in whi h it is situated. A multiagent system is de ned as a set of agents, possibly heterogenous, that ommuni ate, ooperate, oordinate,
and negotiate with one another to advan e both their
individual goals that intera t and the global goal of the
overall system. A ru ial omponent of this paradigm
is modeling intera tions between agents as well as the
development of standard agents' ommuni ation languages (ACLs) [7, 8℄.
This paper proposes an approa h to study agents'
intera tions as essential omponents of the dynami
of multi-agent systems to improve individual behavior of the agents and naturally the one of the multi-
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agent system. Our approa h is generi , i.e. independent of any ommuni ation language, and ombines
two omplementary paradigms: distributed observation to apture the events underlying the intera ting
situations and the olored Petri net (CPN) [9℄ as an
eÆ ient formalism to spe ify, model and study several
kind of ommuni ation proto ols.
This paper is organized as follows: we begin in se tion 2 by outlining basi elements of our framework
relative to the ba kground of a tivities in intera tion
issues. We then des ribe our general framework as
well as our hypothesis and our aims namely the modeling and the analyzing of intera tions in se tion 3 and
we brie y present the paradigm of distributed observation through the ausality on ept in se tion 4 and
the te hnique we adopt (i.e. Ve tor Clo ks) to arry
out the ausally graph. Se tion 5 details our model
of intera tion following the steps developed in our approa h: 1) how to build the ausally graph of intera tions, 2) modeling aspe ts of proto ols by means
of CPN. Se tion 6 fo uses on the re ognition proess, whi h lead to re ognize intera tions from ausally
graph. Se tion 7 on ludes and lights up our future
work.
2
2.1

The intera tion issue
Intera ting situations

In a multi-agent system, agents are often led
to ommuni ate together in order to ooperate, to
a hieve ommon tasks and goals, to ex hange data,
knowledge, and plans, et . A ommon paradigm for
agents' ommuni ation is the message passing. A su h
paradigm is the ne essary mean for ooperation and
it requires a shared ba kground of agents' skills as
omplex as per eption, learning, planning and reasoning. With distributed problem solving, intera tion involves omplex strategies of ooperation in the

sense that they are non-deterministi , hard to be interpreted and sometimes not ompletely reprodu ible
nor predi table. The balan e between the autonomy
of agents, endowed with more or less intelligent behavior, and their onvergen e towards a global goal may
be onsidered as the most signi ant hara terization
of intera tion. Several types of intera tion has been
onsidered by resear hers [5℄ and analyzed through
di erent omponents in luding the nature of the goals,
the a ess to resour es, and the skills of agents. Consequently, a rst typology of intera ting situations may
be identi ed: autonomy, a simple ooperation, ongestion, oordinated ooperation, individual or olle tive ompetition, individual or olle tive on i t,
et . Moreover, intera ting situations may be analyzed
through hierar hi al point of view. In fa t, a omplex
intera ting situation is omposed of several elementary
situations. In other words, ma ro-situations may be
distinguished during the analyze of the global a tivity
of the agents while mi ro-situations may be observed
at the most ne levels of details.
2.2

spee h a t theory introdu ed at rst by Austin [1℄
and developed later by Searle [19℄ in order to allow
ognitive agents to ooperate. Based on the possibility
to en ode expli itly in the messages themselves illo utionary a ts in terms of messages or performatives, it
lies on the mental states of the agents [10, 3, 5℄.
Nevertheless, some observations about KQML has
been re ently pointed out i.e some performatives are
ambiguous, while others are not really performatives
at all, and there are no performatives that ommit an
agent to do something. An other riti ism that an be
made to KQML is its de ien y regarding to a lear
semanti s independent of the agents' stru ture [3℄. In
fa t, KQML o ers possibilities for isolated ommuniations when handling of omplex intera tions needs
sophisti ated proto ols. Consequently, the ommuniation spe i ation through KQML imposes agents to
shape their behavior a ording to an ar hite ture that
implements and supports a theory based on mental
states.
In [10℄, an intera tion language has been proposed. It
introdu es generi proto ols of intera tion devoted to
be instan iated depending on the so ial behaviors to
be implemented. The major interest of su h language
onsists in the fa t that it en apsulates the appli ation
level. It o ers several proto ols of ommuni ation as
well as the multi-agent language. Nevertheless, this
language raises the modeling problem. In fa t, the
spe i ation of proto ols by means of the nite state
automaton indu es some de ien ies when we have to
study omplex intera tions.
More re ently, the international ollaboration of member organizations, whi h are a tive ompanies and universities in the agent eld within FIPA (Foundation
for Intelligent Physi al Agents), proposes and spe ies some standards for the agent te hnology and espeially, an agent ommuni ation language namely ACL
(Agent Communi ation Language) [7℄. ACL is also
based on the spee h a t theory: the messages are onsidered as a ts or ommuni ative a ts re e ting the a t
(a tion) expe ted by the speaker as result of sending
message. ACL re overs the synta ti al idea of KQML
whi h allows to build intera tions enri hed by a powerful semanti s of performatives and onsequently enables the expression of a set of high level proto ols
and primitives to ontrol the information ex hange between agents. Although KQML and ACL of FIPA are
similar at the synta ti al level, they suggest substantially di ering views on the issue of agent ommuni ation.

Intera tion languages in multi-agent
systems

To support inter-organizational intera tion, ommuni ation and ooperation in multi-agents systems,
many frameworks towards standardization for formalizing the ow of intera tion between agents have been
proposed [7, 8, 17℄. These frameworks intend to develop a generi intera tion language by spe ifying messages and proto ols for inter-agent ommuni ation and
ooperation. One of the major interests of intera tion languages is to redu e the ommuni ation ost by
avoiding an exhaustive des ription of the ad ho messages and to o er a large s ale of proto ols [10℄. Su h
languages fo us espe ially on how to des ribe exhaustively the spee h a ts [1, 19℄ both from the synta ti
and semanti point of views that support a language
of knowledge representation. Nevertheless, the ontologi al aspe t and the resort to onventions may help
to ensure a oherent olle tive behavior of the overall
system, even if the onversational aspe t is not easy
to be guaranteed.
Resear h in intera tion languages, mainly developed
in USA, in ludes Knowledge Sharing E ort (KSE)
that outputs spe i ation for the Knowledge Querying and Manipulation Language (KQML) [8, 11℄ and
the Knowledge Inter hange Format (KIF), and spe i ations of ontologies. KQML proposes an extensible set of performatives, whi h de nes the permissible
operations that agents may attempt on ea h other's
knowledge and goal stores. KQML is based on the
2

2.3

Modeling Intera tions

Distributed execution
of MAS
(Time-space diagram)

In order to model intera tions, usually expressed
by means of intera tion proto ols, several formalisms
have been used. For instan e, the model proposed in
[17℄ is a graph of prede ned states where an agent
evolves a ording to the kind of re ieved messages.
Other models like automata, graph or more spe i
graphs like the Dooly-graph [16℄ are used to des ribe
the onversations between agents. These models of
representation are very pra ti al when they are used to
pre ise some onversational stru tures and espe ially
when they appear as isolated ommuni ations. The
problem to be fa ed with su h formalisms, is their poor
apa ity of omputing (i.e. handling proto ols) or of
the representation of omplex proto ols. From one
hand, the nite number of the graph states redu es
the apa ity to represent real and omplex proto ols.
From the other hand, the most formalisms used take in
harge only sequential pro esses. Hen e, these models
are very limited when it is useful to take into a ount
the on urren y whi h is the key stone of multi-agent
systems sin e agents are often involved simultaneously
in several onversations or more generally in several intera tions.
From our point of view, it should be useful to formally des ribe intera tions by means of models that
are suitable to spe ify on urrent systems su h as olored Petri nets (CPN) [9℄ whi h naturally represent
the on urren y and make easy the pro essing fa torization.

3
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Phase 1
Distributed Observation
Causally graph of
relevant events
(interactions events :
communicative acts or
performatives)



The agents ommuni ate ex lusively by asynhronous messages.

Learning
P1

P2

Phase 4
P3
P4

P5

Phase 2

Interaction
Patterns library

Analyzing and
explanation of multiPhase 3 agent interactions and
agents’ behavior

I1(A,B)

Pattern matching
I3(A,B,C)

I2 (B,C)

Causally graph of
recognized interactions

Figure 1: A stru tured approa h for multi-agent system design



The observation is distributed in the sense that
ea h agent observes and tra es observable events
( orresponding to the emissions/re eptions of the
agent messages).



The analysis and learning pro ess is ensured o line by a single agent whi h entralizes the tra es
of the other agents.

Hen e, our approa h may be summarized as follows
( f. Figure 1) : starting from a distributed exe ution
(i.e. phase 0), the rst phase orresponds to the distributed observation in order to apture the tra es of
events underlying to intera tions.
The se ond phase orresponds to the re ognition proess of intera tions based on a pattern mat hing me hanism applied to the ausally graph. Let be remarked
that the lters used to re ognize the patterns of intera tion are de ned as CPN whi h model intera tion
proto ols.
The third phase exploits the tra es of intera tions, obtained by observation, in order to explain the behavior
of the agent.
The fourth phase will not be detailed here. It is based
on a entral agent, whi h learns and dedu es a qualitative riteria for the improvement of the behavior of
the other agents.

Agents that operate in a multi-agent system need
an eÆ ient strategy to handle their on urrent a tivities in a shared and dynami environment. Sear hing
for an optimal intera tion strategy is a hard problem
to be solved by an agent be ause it depends mostly on
the dynami behavior of the other agents. One way
to deal with this problem is to endow the agents with
the ability to adapt their strategies a ording to their
experien e.
Our framework hypothesis are as follows:
The multi-agent systems onsidered are omposed
of a set of ognitive agents distributed on di erent
sites and maybe running on urrently.

Modifying
qualitative
criteria to improve agents’
future interactions

C

Con eptual framework



Phase 0

A
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4

a nite sequen e of lo al atomi events. There are two
kinds of events produ ed by the multi-agents' exe ution :

Causal dependen ies in multi-agent
intera tions

Generally, at a given level of an appli ation, only
few events are relevant to the observation pro ess. For
example, in intera tion proto ol, only events a ording to the proto ol exe ution are relevant (e.g., send
and re eive messages). An observer of a multi-agent
system may be any entity that attempts to wat h the
system "live", while the omputation is in progress, or
examine a post-mortem events' log or tra e. In all the
ases, it is ne essary to inform the observer whenever
interesting events o ur.
In multi-agent systems, three types of event are involved during a omputation, namely, internal event,
message send event, and message re eive event. An
internal event only a e ts lo ally the agent at whi h
it o urs and are linearly ordered by the order of their
o urren e. Moreover, send and re eive events signify the ow of information between agents and establish ausal dependen y from the sender agent to the
re eiver agent. It follows that the exe ution of the
multi-agent appli ation results in a set of distributed
events produ ed by the agents. The ausal pre eden e
relation indu es a partial order on the events of a distributed omputation.
Thus, Causality (or the ausal pre eden e relation)
among events is a powerful on ept in reasoning, analyzing, and drawing inferen es about a omputation. The knowledge of the ausal pre eden e relation
among agents helps studying the variety of intera tion
happened during multi-agent system omputation.
4.1

A model of distributed



intera tion events, i.e. sending and re eiving messages.



internal events of the agents i.e., all events other
than sending and re eiving messages (updating
internal state of the agent, performing lo al a tions et .).

4.2

Events'

ausality in intera tions

The time on ept in distributed systems may be
usefully used in many ways, espe ially for ordering
events. We say that an event a happened before an
event b if the physi al time of the event a is less than
the time at whi h b is happened. In the absen e of
pre isely syn hronous lo ks in distributed systems,
the use of logi al lo ks is useful for keeping information about ausality rather than physi al time. Other
aspe t is that many appli ations require identifying
" ause and e e t" relationships in event o urren es.
In any ase, it is ne essary to onstru t me hanisms
that give information about ausally pre edes relation
among the events in the distributed omputation.
This relation an be de ned as:





omputation

Lo ally pre edes relation between events of a single

agent,

Immediately pre edes relation between oupled

events e and f of ex hange messages if e is the
send event of the message and f is the re eive
event of the same message.

Now, the ausally pre edes relation denoted by "!"
an be de ned as the transitive losure of the union of
lo ally pre edes and immediately pre edes relations.
Clearly, for any two events e1 and e2 in a distributed
exe ution, e1 ! e2 or e2 ! e1 , or e1 ke2 ( on urrent
events).

In our framework, we onsider a distributed exe ution as omposed of a set of n asyn hronous agents
A1 ; A2 ; : : : ; An that ommuni ate by message passing
over a ommuni ation network [18℄. In addition, the
agents do not share a global memory or global lo k.
At the most abstra t level, exe ution of a multi-agent
system an be de ned as a set of events denoted E.
The events happened at the same agent are naturally
ordered. Thus, there is a total order of events in a
sequential system. Observe that one of the major difulties in distributed agents is that the relation between events is only a partial order.
Leslie Lamport [12℄ re ognized the importan e of the
ordering relation between events in a distributed system. He postulated that this relation (whi h he alled
happened-before) is transitive and not re exive. We
des ribe this relation in the next se tion.
Ea h agent Ai generates an exe ution tra e, whi h is

This relation an be represented with an oriented
graph G = (X; U ) denoted ausal dependen y graph
where:

 X is the set of nodes representing the events,
 2  is the set of oriented edges in the form
U

X

X

(x; y ) whi h indi ates that x pre edes ausally y .

Thus, the graph G asso iated with the partial order
relation "!" in the domain E is de ned as follow:

8

x; y

4

2

E

: x ! y , (x; y ) 2 U

Finally, the ausality an be a urately aptured bu
logi al lo ks. Many logi al lo ks are implemented,
depending on the level of information required, intending to obey the fundamental monotoni property; that
is, if an event a ausally a e t an event b, then the
timestamp (date assigned to an event) of a is smaller
than the timestamp of b. In order to know exa tly the
ausally pre edes relation between events, we use the
ve tor lo ks developed by [6, 13℄.
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Deadline for proposals

Agent A

Agent B

Accept-proposal
(proposal)

Cfp (action, preconditions1)

ea1

ea2
eb1

ea3

ea6

5
ea4 ea

eb2

eb3

eb4

Propose
(preconditions2)

Agent C

ec1

Agent D

ed 1

Inform-done
(action)

ec2

Refuse (reason)

ed 2
Not-understood

Intera tion Model
(a)

Many details of the behavior of agent-based systems annot be predi ted analyti ally, but must be
observed. A ausally pre edes graph of the intera tions that emerge an provide the basis of a number
of quantitative measures that are relevant to the system strategies. Similarly, useful measures and meaningful aspe ts of the dynami of the onversations an
be derived from the ausally graph (e.g., deriving from
the lengths of various paths reply y les and series of
performatives).
5.1

Distributed

Observation

of

5

ea : Accept
proposal (proposal)

ea1: Cfp (action,
preconditions1)

2

eb : Propose
(precondition2)

eb4 : Inform-done
(action)

ec2: Refuse
(reason)

ed 2: Not-understood

multi-

agent intera tions

(b)

The point of intera tions is that a onversation, an
be explored both from the perspe tive of the performatives it ontains (usefully distinguished as events)
and states through whi h it passes. The performatives' ausally graph representation enables us to dedu e ausally relation between intera tion instan es.
At run-time, an agent may be involved in several proto ol instan es. In order to re ord the state of every instan e of a proto ol, to whi h the agent is ommitted,
the agent must re ord all the ne essary data regarding
to the proto ol as well as the events' timestamps. In
the following se tions, we onsider only omplex intera tions sin e the elementary ones may be viewed
as trivial ases of intera tion. The following example
shows how to build the ausally graph from a ommuni ation proto ol namely the FIPA ontra t-net [7℄.

Figure 2: (a) A possible exe ution of FIPA-Contra tNet proto ol ; (b) Causally graph inherent to performatives of FIPA-Contra t-Net proto ol
wishes to optimize a fun tion that hara terizes the
task ( ommonly expressed as the pri e, time to ompletion, et .). The manager demands proposals from
other agents by issuing a all for proposals, whi h spe i es the task and any onditions the manager is pla ing upon the exe ution of the task. Agents re eiving
the all for proposals are viewed as potential ontra tors, and are able to generate proposals to perform
the task as propose a ts in luding the pre onditions
whi h may be the pri e, time when the task will be
done, et . Alternatively, the ontra tor may refuse to
propose. On e the manager re eives ba k replies from
all of the ontra tors, it evaluates the proposals and
makes its hoi e of whi h agents will perform the task.
One, several, or no agents may be hosen. The agents
of the sele ted proposal(s) will be sent an a eptan e
message, the others will re eive a noti e of reje tion.
The proposals are assumed to be binding on the ontra tor, so that on e the manager a epts the proposal
the ontra tor a quires a ommitment to perform the

Example. FIPA-Contra t-Net Proto ol

This se tion presents a version of the widely used Contra t Net Proto ol, originally developed by Smith and
Davis [21℄. FIPA-Contra t-Net is a minor modi ation of the original ontra t net proto ol in that it
adds reje tion and on rmation ommuni ative a ts.
In the ontra t net proto ol, one agent takes the role
of manager. The manager wishes to have some task
performed by one or more other agents, and further
5

task. On e the ontra tor has ompleted the task,
it sends a ompletion message to the manager. Note
that the proto ol requires the manager to know when
it has re eived all replies. In the ase that a ontra tor fails to reply with either a propose or a refuse, the
manager may potentially be left waiting inde nitely.
To guard against this, the fp in ludes a deadline by
whi h replies should be re eived by the manager. Proposals re eived after the deadline are automati ally
reje ted, with the given reason that the proposal was
late.
Figure 2 illustrates the ausally pre edes relation
between observable events through an exe ution of
FIPA-Contra t-Net proto ol. The ausal graph asso iated to the performatives' o urren e is onstru ted by
using ve tors lo ks (timestamps) of Fidge and Mattern [6, 13℄( f. Appendix) .
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The proto ol engineering typi ally omprises various stages in luding spe i ation, veri ation, performan e analysis, implementation, and testing.A omputational spe i ation of omplex intera tions is the
des ription of a ombinatory of ex hanging performatives between agents. We onsider intera tion protools as the basi ones from whi h omplex and highlevel intera tions an be built [2℄. As argued in se tion
2.3, we adopt the CPN formalism to handle intera tions. Next, we present the synta ti al and semanti al
features of CPN [9℄ illustrated through a signi ant
example, FIPA-Query-Proto ol [7℄ (see gure 3).
5.3

6;!

5GNH(CKNWTG

Figure 3: The CPN model of FIPA-Query-Proto ol
is the involved agents' identi ers. Let us remark,
that in the general ase, a pla e may ontain more
than one token with the same data value, i.e. we
have a multi-set of tokens. Hen e a marking is a
fun tion whi h maps ea h pla e into multi-set of
tokens of the asso iated type.

Synta ti al aspe t of CPN



Transitions: they model the hange of states. In
our model, ea h transition is asso iated with an
a tion of an agent. The a tivation of a transition
is alled a ring, for instan e as the result of the
query ommuni ation a t represented by the transition Query. When the ondition of a tivation of
a transition is ful lled we say that the transition
is reable.



Ar s: an in oming ar (from pla e to transition)
indi ates that the transition may onsume tokens
from the orresponding pla e while an outgoing
ar (from transition to pla e) indi ates that the
transition may add tokens in the orresponding
pla e. The exa t number of tokens and their data
values are determined by the ar expressions w.r.t.
the semanti s of the CPN (i.e. the ring rules of
transitions).

Petri Nets are state and a tion oriented models at
the same time. In our framework, the modeling is
on entrated on a tions that represent the events to be
observed. A Petri net is de ned as usual: it onsists of
pla es ( ir les) and transitions (re tangles) whi h are
onne ted by ar s.



5GNH5WEEGUU

Pla es: ea h pla e ontains tokens alled marking
whi h des ribe the state of the system. In ordinary Petri nets, tokens do not support information while in olored nets, the tokens are labeled
by a type of data - possibly stru tured - alled
a olor. Ea h token arries a data value whi h
belongs to the type of the orresponding pla e.
For instan e the asso iated data type of the pla e
Init Proto ol is the set AG whi h represents all
the agents in our system and its initial marking
6

5.4

be observed, i.e., the intera tion states a hieved by
agents; the se ond aspe t des ribes the ausally pre eden e that exists among ommuni ative a ts o urred
during omputation.
The next stage onsists in arrying out intera tion proto ols by re ognizing them. The re ognition of intera tions is provided by a pattern mat hing algorithm
(or ltering) where lters are available as CPN protools library.
Our algorithm is based on the partial-order semanti s
of Petri Nets and well-known as unfoldings of Petri
Nets [15℄. The main interest of this method is that,
at the opposite of the interleaving on urren y semanti s, it enables to asso iate a set of unfoldings with a
given CPN, in our ase, an intera tion proto ol. An
unfolding, also alled a \pro ess net", formalizes a onurrent run of a proto ol whi h an be interpreted in
terms of ausality between the asso iated events.

Semanti al aspe t of CPN

The dynami of the modeled system (i.e. the behaviour of the net) is given through the ring of transitions. The ring of a transition Ti is a two-steps operation: it onsumes tokens from input pla es (P re(Ti ))
and produ es tokens into output pla es (P ost(Ti )). In
olored Petri nets a set of variables is asso iated with
ea h transition. The expressions that label the ar s
around the transition are built with these variables.
The ring of a transition involves an instantiation
of the variables and an evaluation of the expressions
whi h give the multi-set of tokens to be onsumed or
produ ed. For example, the ar labeled < S -X , q >,
where q is a onstant (query message), means that the
ring of the transition Query needs to bind < S -X >
to a value from the set of all agents ex ept the sender,
i.e. AG n fAi g.
The CPN-Proto ol works as follows: The sender sends
a Query a t for a proposal to all the other agents
and enters a waiting state (Wait First R). On re eiving the message (Re eption Query), ea h re eiver proesses the query, sends a response whi h an be positive (Sending Inform) or negative (Sending N), and
then enters in waiting state (Sent Inform or Sent Neg).
The sender a epts only the rst positive answer while
others are reje ted. On e all the responses of the
agents are re eived, the agents ome out of the proto ol either in su essful (Self Su ess) or failure way
(Self Failure). Let us note that one an distinguish
four ases when re eiving the responses a ording to
the following transitions:




6.1

An unfolding is an a y li Petri net where the pla es
represent tokens of the markings and the transitions
represent rings of the original net (see gure 5). To
build an unfolding, the following steps have to be exe uted iteratively:

Re ept First Inf: re eption of the rst inform,
Re ept Next Inf: re eption of the next answers
whose type is \Inform" and ne essarily after the
rst Inform is re eived,



Re ept First IsN: the rst response re eived is a



Re ept Neg R: re eption of a negative responses
that o urs after the rst Inform is re eived.



start with the pla es orresponding to the initial
marking,



develop the transitions asso iated to the rings
(w.r.t. to the semanti s of CPN) of every initially
enabling transition,





link input pla es to the new transitions,
produ e output pla es,
link the output pla es to the new transitions.

Let it be remarked that the unfolding may be innite if the original net in ludes an in nite sequen e.
Several methods [14℄ [4℄ have been proposed in order
to avoid the in nite state problem in the veri ation of
systems and provide nite unfoldings. In our ase, the
in nite state is not fa ed sin e the unfolding we look
for orresponds to a spe i proto ol omputation and
ne essarily nite.

negative response,

The reader an easily verify that the proto ol su esses
if the sender re eives at least one positive answer, otherwise it fails.
6

Partial-order semanti s of Petri Nets

6.2

Pattern mat hing based on unfolding

The re ognition algorithm through an
example

Petri Nets

To begin, a partially ordered set of events is extra ted from the global tra e sin e our approa h supports that an agent may be involved, simultaneously,

Our aim is to represent two aspe ts in our model:
The rst expresses serial and on urren e events to
7

P0

 e1

$*

^$%&`;

^$`<

T1
<S-X >

P1

of a transition by the same olor tokens. Let us note
that sin e the CPN is one-safe and the events are asso iated with the transitions, given an event e to be
re ognized, there is exa tly one state in the unfolding
net rea hable with a transition labeled by e.

^%&`

e 2 : Sending a request
to the agent <Y>

<Y>

T2
<X>

Petri Net unfolding example

<Y>

Let us onsider two proto ols ( f. gure 4 ) whi h
provide the same servi e (sending query messages to
agents and re eption of their answers). In the rst
proto ol the exe ution is optimal, i.e., in parallel way;
whereas in the se ond proto ol the sending of messages and the re eption of the asso iated answers are
in sequen e. One an easily verify in P roto ol2 that,
ex ept for the rst ring of T2 initially enabled from
the initial marking, ea h following ring of T2 requires
at least a token in the input pla es P1 and in P5 . As
for P1 , (n-1) tokens have been produ ed by T1 , while a
token in P5 imposes the ring of T3 whi h orresponds
to a (n-1) sequen es of T2 followed by T3 .
Let us now observe a omputation of one of the two
proto ols given through a CG in ( gure 4.b). The algorithm presented below develops all the possible proess nets (see gure 4.a) in order to re ognize the right
CPN and the right pro ess. The y le of our algorithm
(Step 1 to 5) is exe uted iteratively until all the events
of CG are not examined.
Step 0 : the algorithm begins at the pla es orresponding to the initial marking of ea h CPN (P0 in
P roto ol1 and (P0 , P5 ) in P roto ol2 ).
The set of
events without prede essors is extra ted from the GC
(i.e. initially the only event (e1 (A)).
Step 1-2 : For ea h of the expe ted events (here
e1 (A)), the algorithm tries to re ognize while
ring
the transitions labeled by these events on urrently in
the two CPNs. In our example, only the transition
T1 labeled by e1 (A) is
red both in P roto ol1 and
P roto ol2 . Consequently, the event is re ognized by
the two proto ols and the output pla es are reated
and linked a ordingly.
Step 3-4 : Step 3 he ks that the ausal dependen y
of the re ognized events through the pro ess net is the
same one as the CG. In the ontrary ase, the orresponding pro ess net is reje ted. When the transition
labeled by an event is not reable (Step 4) the assoiated pro ess net is reje ted. This is the ase if the
P roto ol2 for the transitions T2 (A) and T2 (B ).
Step 5 : The set of events without prede essors is updated by removing the events already examined and
adding new ones, i.e. their su essors (of ourse, only
those without prede essors).
Step 6 : The algorithm fails be ause all the developed

P2
P4

<Y>

T3
e 3 : Reception of a
response from agent
<Y>

<X>
<S-X >

 e4

P3

<Y>

(a) Protocol 1

T4
P0

 e1

T1
<S-X >

P1

<Y>

T2
e2 : Sending a request
to the agent <Y>

<X>
<Y>

P5

P2
P4

<Y>

T3
<X>
<S-X >

 e4

T4

P3

<Y>

e 3 : Reception of a
response from agent
<Y>

(b) Protocol 2

Figure 4: Two CPN proto ols to be re ognized
in several intera tions [?℄. The algorithm inputs are
the ausal graph (CG) and the CPN Patterns while
the expe ted outputs are the pro ess nets that mat h
with the CG.
Hypothesis

1. In the general ase, the same event may be asso iated with more than one transition labeled with
the same event ( f. transitions Re ept First Inf and
Re ept Next Inf in gure ??). In order to gain simpli ity, a hoi e fun tion is introdu ed whi h returns
the transition to be onsidered for a given event during
the pattern mat hing pro ess. Obviously, if the hoi e
is wrong, we have to ba ktra k and onsider an other
alternative.
2. The CPN Patterns are one-safe (i.e. a pla e ontains at most, one token per olor). This makes the
dete tion easier by avoiding the ombinatory explosion of the number of states following multiple rings
8

pro ess nets are eliminated.
Step 7 : if the CG has been overed by the algorithm,
it is ne essary to he k that the obtained pro ess net
is maximal, i.e. no transition an be red. Otherwise,
the proto ol has not been exe uted ompletely.
&RQFXUUHQW
HYHQWVWRGH 8QIROGLQJQHWRISURWRFRO 8QIROGLQJQHWRISURWRFRO
UHFRJQL]HG
3

,QLWLDOVWDWH

3

H $
H $

3

H $
3 %

3 $

3 &

3 $

from M Ci

M Ci := M Ci  P ost(tk;i )
P re(tk;i ): update the
marking after ring tk;i
3:
if
not (Causal-Dependen y-Satis ed
(CG,Ewp)) then
Unfold Nets:= Unfold Nets nf i g: eliminate
unfolding:
ausal dependen y violation
i

P

P

The Causal graph of a

end if

protocol computation

else

involving agents A,B,C

4:
if (9tk;i =ej is labeled by tk;i and tk;i is not reable with M Ci ) then
Unfold Nets:= Unfold Nets nf i g: abort
unfolding : transition tk;i annot be red

P

H $
3 %

then

3 &

end if
end if

H %
H % H &

H % H &

H &
3 %

H %

3 &

H &
3 %

H & H %

3 &

H &

H %
3 %

end for ea h
end for all

5:
and

= Ewp nfej g[fe0
is without prede essorg
Ewp

e

0

H &

3 &

H %

else

H $

H $
6XFFHVV

∅

E

su h that:

e

0

= su (ej )

end while

6:
if Unfold Nets=;
net found
7:

H $

2

for ea h
if

then

return FAILURE : No unfolding

P 2 Unfold Nets
i

reable with the

tk;i

P mat hes with CG
P
Unfold Nets:= Unfold Nets nf g: The unfold-

marking M Ci then
return SUCCESS:

)DLOXUH

do

there is no more transition
i

else

(a)

(b)

ing of

P is not maximal

i

i

end if

Figure 5: The unfolding pro ess of the two proto ols
a ording to the CG

end if
End

The algorithm

7
Inputs:

Con lusion and future work

In this paper, we have proposed an approa h based
on distributed observation and a formal method for
designing intera tion proto ols in multi-agent systems.
It provides a very powerful and useful way to analyze
and explain progress, that exhibits interesting properties. The on ept of ausality between events is fundamental to design and analyze distributed omputation.
Represented through partial order, the ausality may
be implemented using the timestamps tools. When applied to the ommuni ation events, ausality enables
to emphasize the orrelation between both elementary
and omplex intera tions in order to re ognize and
evaluate the intera ting situations. This paper also
proposes an original approa h for modeling, studying
and analyzing intera tions by means of Colored Petri

The ausal graph C G = (E; U ): Where E is the set of
events and U denotes the Causal dependen y relation
CPN Patterns = f i = i = (C P Ni ; M 0i )g: The set of
CPN-Patterns available in our library of proto ols

P P

Output:

The set of expe ted unfoldings (i.e. pro ess nets)
Begin

Unfold Nets:=CPN Patterns
Ewp = fe 2 E=e is without prede essorg
M Ci = M 0i : the
urrent marking of i initialized with
the initial marking
1:
while Ewp 6= ; do
for all ej su h that ej 2 Ewp do
2:
for ea h
2 Unfold Nets do
i
=ej is labeled by tk;i and is
reable
if 8tk;i in
i

P

P
P

9

Nets.
This formalism is suitable for on urrent a tivities and
it o ers several formal methods to study the dynami
of omplex systems. In addition, our approa h is
generi and may be applied to a large s ale of ommuni ation proto ols and languages.
The analysis of multi-agent system intera tions, in
parti ular the observation of the pro ess of on urrent exe ution, allows not only the dete tion of the
su ess/failure situations but also to explain the reasons of su h situations. In fa t, the explanation lies
on the ausally graph and allows the ba ktra king if
ne essary.
Our future work, intends to use the results of the distributed observation and onsequently the evaluation
that it provides regarding to a set of intera tions, in
the following way: a learner agent re overs these results, generates a qualitative riteria to be ommuniated to other agents in order to enri h their so ial
knowledge and to improve their future intera tions.
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lo ks

The partial order between observed events is re onstru ted through timing information asso iated with
ea h event aptured by the observer. However, in the
system of ve tor lo ks, the time domain is represented
by a set of n-dimensional non-negative integer ve tors.
Ea h pro ess Pi maintains a ve tor Vi [1::n℄ where Vi [i℄
is the lo al logi al lo k of Pi and des ribes the logi al
time progress at pro ess Pi . Vi [j ℄ represents pro ess
Pi 's latest knowledge of pro ess Pj lo al time.
Ea h pro ess Pi exe utes the following algorithm:
Data :
Vi [1::n℄ ve tor of integers ;
Initialisation :
8j 2 1::n : Vi [j ℄ := 0 ;
Rule for an internal event x produ ed by Pi :
Vi [i℄ := Vi [i℄ + 1 ;
Rule for a send event ( message from Pi to Pk ) :
Vi [1::n℄ is in luded in the message ;
Rule for a re eive event ( message from Pk to Pi inluding Vk ):
8j 2 1::n : Do
If Vi [j ℄ < Vk [j ℄ then Vi [j ℄ := Vk [j ℄ ;

(b )

Figure 6: (a) A simple exe ution of the ve tor lo k
algorithm; (b) Asso iated ausally pre edes relation

! , timestamp (
y

vx

) < timestamp (y )

The following three relations are de ned to ompare
two ve tor timestamps, vx and vy :
i

vy

vx

vy and

not vx < vy

9

i

: vx [i℄  vy [i℄
11

: vx [i℄ < vy [i℄

) and not (vy

An example is given in Figure 7.

x

 ,8

, 
k , (

vx < vy

This algorithm is des ribed by the initial onditions and the a tions taken for ea h event. The algorithm also satis es the following property : for any
two events x and y ,

vy
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